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Background
- 3 month diploma work at Bachelor level

- Degree: Master of Science in Engineering 
- Specifically: Engineering Physics 

- Academic supervisor, Dr Marcin Swillo, Dept. of Quantum Optics and 
Biophotonics

- Cooperation with Swedish Energy Agency



Goal of project
- Construct a simple and robust setup from discrete components

- Evaluate quality of lighting products with PST and SVM
- Own software for signal processing and calculation
- Measure ITHD 

- Metrics calculated according to IEC Technical Standards

- Serve as an example for future setups

- Bonus:
- Examine effects of dimming
- Examine viability of constructing setup from scratch using IEC Standards



Parameters of interest
- PST (Short Term Flicker Perceptibility)

- Low frequency flicker
- Directly detectable by human eye

- SVM (Stroboscopic Visibility Measurement)
- Higher frequency components
- Not directly detectable
- Visible when viewing moving objects

- ITHD (Total harmonic current distortion)
- Distortion of driving current
- Affects internals of unit poorly

Stroboscopic effect 



Interpreting Technical Standards PST

- Discrepancies
- 4-15 claims weighing filters are not fit for LED
- Employs filters from 4-15 for LEDs and non-LEDs

- Lowpass filter cutoff at 35 Hz?
- Flicker reported to be visible up to 80 Hz

- Referenced implementations
- Certain steps not present in standard
- Scaling factor

- Aspects not mentioned but important for us
- Load resistance / bandwidth of detector

Quote taken from 
61000-4-15 IEC:2010 , Section 4.4



Interpreting Technical Standards SVM
- Redundancies

- Scaling factor prior to Fourier Transform

- Confusing jumps and redefinitions throughout procedure
- Example below 

Quotes taken from 
IEC TR 63158 ed.1 2018 



Hardware 
- AMX -108 AC Power Source

- Stable mains
- Programmable AC waveforms
- Verifications

- Fluke Norma 4000 Power Analyzer
- Measuring ITHD
- Ensuring stability
- Verifications
- Power analysation for dimming



Hardware 
- DET36A2 biased Thorlabs detector

- Capturing waveform
- Outputs current
- Responsivity is problematic (peak at infrared)
- Missing optical filter, i.e. V(λ)-filter

- NI 9215 C Series Voltage Input Module ADC
- Converts analog voltage to digital signal
- Connected to computer for signal processing

- Terminating resistor
- Current to voltage for ADC input
- Bandwidth
- Signal strength (signal to noise?)



Optical shielding
- Simple cardboard construction

- Non-reflective material 
- Ease of access

- Reduced detector noise
- Ambient light

- Spared our eyes
- Painfully bright test units 

- Enabled work during measurements
- Negligible noise from computer monitors 

and dim ceiling light



Software
- Labview

- Signal processing
- Calculates PST and SVM
- User interface for visualizing steps

- Matlab
- Handling difficult filters
- Verification

- Assorted software and drivers
- UPC Studio for Power Supply
- Fluke Software for Power Analyser
- National Instruments NI-DAQ for ADC



Programming in LabView
- Pros

- Easy live viewing of waveform
- Good for visualizing steps in signal processing
- Powerful tool for signal processing due to existing library

- Butterworth, FFT, percentiles
- Works well with supported hardware

- Plug and play for NI’s own instruments 
(NI 9125 ADC)

- Cons
- Can not reasonably perform transfer function for PST 

- MathScript instead
- Not always clear how VI:s are implemented
- Hard to set up for ‘less’ supported hardware (FLUKE)



Graphical interface
- Allows measurement series

- Important parameters easily 
configurable

- Live signal during measurement
- Can immediately see signal 

quality, such as saturation 



Graphical interface
- Easily modifiable

- Add / Remove displays depending on what’s useful
- Investigate what different parts of the standard actually do

(Standard does not always motivate)

- Helpful in illustrating steps
- Enables understanding
- Easy to compare implementation choices



Calibration of setup - Terminating Resistor
- Increasing/decreasing resistance

- Bandwidth ∝ 1/R
- Signal strength ∝ R 
- Stronger signal to ADC → higher resolution 
- Lower bandwidth (Impacts possible sample rate) 

- Finding a balance
- Examining signal to noise ratio
- Calculating necessary bandwidth (sample frequency)



Calibrations - Noise levels
- Positioning of detector affected noise-levels

- Gaps in blackbox 
- Noise change: 2mV →  0.2mV 

- Turning off old overhead mercury-based lighting 
- Reduced noise by a factor 3
- Accidental find (turned on while performing other calibration)

- Terminating resistor
- Resistor values and position in circuit
- Length of BNC cable



Verification
- Verification waveforms

- Isolated software test

- Comparisons with commercial flickermeters
- Everfine 3000 Light Flicker Analyzer
- Gigahertz Optik BTS256-EF

- Purpose
- Verifying our own setup
- Examining possible differences in results for 

commercial detectors

BTS256-EFEverfine 3000



Initial Results - PST

- Not all verifications passed
- 5% error tolerated
- Both fails for low frequency modulations (f < 1 Hz)

- Seemingly consistent when comparing to 
MATLAB

- Error due to detector, not calculation?

(10 kHz sampling frequency)



Initial Results - SVM
- Verifications

- 5% error tolerated
- Passes most tests

- Halogen
- Repeatedly lower value
- Large presence of infrared

- LED
- Less infrared, better result
- Similar variation as between

commercial units



Initial Results - Dimming
- PST 

- Clear increase as DUT is dimmed
- Acceptable PST without dimming not 

necessarily enough

- SVM
- Unclear conclusion on behaviour
- Noteworthy discrepancy for commercial 

detectors



Initial Results - Dimming
- Increased harmonic distortion

- More dimming → more distortion
- May negatively affect dimmed DUT lifetime

- Power to intensity ratio
- Linear dependency
- 50% dimming actually uses 50% power
- Shows benefit of dimming from 

environmental standpoint!



Initial Result - Stabilization
- Stabilization is essential

- Variation as DUT heats up
- Unreliable results

- Stabilization time
- Differing periods for different units
- Varies much for different types of lights

- Employing a heating rack
- Keeps DUTs stabilized 
- Ease of swapping units without waiting



Challenges - Detector
- Missing V(λ)-filter

- Weighs spectrum to match human eye
- Metrics based on “eye-brain” response 

- Inappropriate detector 
- High infrared radiation responsivity 

without filter
- Large effect from IR-heavy light sources
- Mismatched spectrum even without IR 

pollution (LED sources)



LED Spectrum 

- Ulrich Sphere
- Used to calculate colour spectra

- Confirms lack of IR for LEDs
- Potentially great alternative for this project
- Still subject to responsivity of detector within visual range 

- Green is not green
- Hypothesis: Blue is best choice for mitigation



Challenges - Detector
- Linearity tests for distance dependent intensity

- Expected inverse square law
- DET36A2 yielded   a = 1.8 



Challenges - Overall
- Getting thing to communicate

- Outdated software, incompatibility between softwares or OS
- Specific hard to find drivers

- Troubleshooting setup with a known flaw present
- Missing V(λ)-filter changed results
- Hard to ascertain other factors of error (some objective ways found)

- Performing all verification checks from standard
- Measuring VTHD for specific frequencies
- DC supply voltage
- Specific modulated waveforms



Unexpected findings
- Effects from overhead fluorescent lights on noise

- Even with detector fully sealed off! (Strong attenuation filter and lid on)
- Increased background noise of detector by a factor 3

- Built in dimming of Philips Hues “Smart LED bulb”
- Uses pulse modulation for dimming 
- Lower intensity = shorter pulses → more flickery!
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Dimming of Philips Hues “Smart LED bulb”



Adjusting colour on Philips Hue

- Different amplitudes

- Combinations of peaks 

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1SOfgOespoIOYZnSPCrw_3TqDNFMVzO1P/preview


In conclusion
- Room for improvements

- SVM results promising
- PST seems to still need work
- V(λ)-filter needed to fully confirm other present errors

- The IEC standards we use have discrepancies
- 4-15 possibly outdated (especially: not including LED)

- Went surprisingly well
- No specific prior knowledge

- Still time for improvement!



Thank you for having us!

Any further questions?

Alexander Willemsen (awill@kth.se)
Julia Wollter (wollter@kth.se)

mailto:awill@kth.se
mailto:wollter@kth.se


(A tad of extra material beyond this point)



PST and SVM block diagrams



PST Verification software

with intermediate steps



Colour selection in Philips Hue app


